KEY to sample questions UNIT 1
1-population 2-all 3-cycle, flows through 4-cell 5- Plantae 6- Protista 7-all of the above 8-control plot 9-a well supported concept that is broad 10- copper 11-they can be used as tracers….. 12-all of the above 13-all of the above 14- ice floats 15-repelled by 16-increase hydrogen ions and lower the pH 17-buffer 18-a variety of simple organic compounds could be spontaneously synthesized….. 19- CH4 20-all of the above 21-R-COOH 22-A is equal to T 23-a nucleotide is to a nucleic acid 24-the sequence of amino acids 25-amino acid molecules 26-secondary structure 27-protein-sucrose-glucose-water (large to small)